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Description:

Jib cranes are not created equally. Gorbel offers the most comprehensive features and design criteria in the
industry.
Properly applied Gorbel® jib cranes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cover circular (or semi-circular) work areas
Are versatile enough to perform a wide variety of local handling and spotting functions
Are economical enough to be dedicated to individual work stations
Can increase worker satisfaction and encourage safe work practices
Provide a rapid return on investment
Can be a useful addition to an overhead handling system, providing coverage in areas not efficiently serviced by
a main crane
Can relieve a main crane of many handling operations where the greater capacity and energy consumption of
the larger unit would be wasted
Can be effectively applied in the absence of a main crane, especially where load handling is localized
Are an economical choice for outdoor installations

Gorbel manufactures three basic categories of jib cranes:
1. I-beam jib cranes (models FS300, FS350, FS350S, WB100, WC200, MT400 & MT450)
2. Enclosed track jib cranes (models WSJ200, WSJ360, TSJ50 & TSJ150)
3. Articulating jib cranes (models AJ360-F, AJ360-C, AJ200 & PPRO)
Each category of crane possesses specific advantages and characteristics to cover all types of applications. All
of Gorbel’s cranes are designed for deflection, as well as for stress, which minimizes bounce, deflection, and the
effort required to move a trolley. Several manufacturers design only for stress. Gorbel’s standard, pre-engineered jib
cranes are available in capacities from 50 pounds (23 kg) to 5 tons (4536 kg); please consult our sales department
314-884-8884 if higher capacities or non-standard designs are required.

Applications:
The following are just a few of the infinite number of uses for a Gorbel® jib crane:
• In work cells to provide localized material handling
• To supplement a large overhead crane system
• Where overhead cranes are not possible (due to lack of adequate building supports, etc.)
• To transfer materials from one work cell to another
• For suspension of tools
• For economical application outdoors
Warning: Equipment described herein is not designed for, and should not be used for, lifting, supporting, or
transporting humans. Failure to comply with any one of the limitations noted herein can result in serious bodily
injury, death, and/or property damage.

Considerations for Selecting a Jib Crane:
A careful analysis must be performed to determine how the crane will affect the efficiency of the work area and how
it will be used in daily operation. The following are the most important considerations when selecting a crane:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The type and extent of the structural support available
Current and anticipated requirements for powered operation of the hoist or crane
The characteristics and design of each crane type
The overall height and height under boom offered
The relative cost of each jib crane type
The overall cost of installation
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Jib Crane Characteristics:

Articulating

Enclosed Track Performance (I-Beam)

Crane Type

Best Use

Standard Standard Motorized
Capacities
Spans
Option

Special
Foundation
Requirements

Beam
Type

Free Standing
I-Beam Jibs

Heavy duty, high productivity
applications

1/4 ton 5 tons

8’ - 20’

•

Some designs

Structural
beam

Wall Bracket Jibs

An economical heavy duty
solution

1/4 ton 5 tons

8’ - 30’

•

None

Structural
beam

Wall Cantilever Jibs

An ideal jib for maximizing
headroom

1/4 ton 5 tons

8’ - 20’

•

None

Structural
beam

Mast Type Jibs

Reduced thrust and pull

1/4 ton 5 tons

10’ - 20’

•

None

Structural
beam

Work Station Jibs

Lower capacity, high
productivity applications

Up to 1000
pounds

4’ - 16’

Some designs

Enclosed
track

Aluminum Wall
Bracket Jibs

Easiest movement with
minimal bounce

Up to 2000
pounds

4’ - 20’

None

Enclosed
track

Tool Support Jibs

Suspension of tools,
management of cables

50 - 150
pounds

4’ - 12’

None

Enclosed
track

Articulating Jibs

Reaching around corners or
into machines

Up to 2000
pounds

8’ - 16’

Some designs

Tubing

PIVOT PRO®

Optimized to pair with
vacuum tube lifters and air
hoists

Up to 150
pounds

8’ - 12’

None

Tubing

Definition of Terms:
True appreciation of the advantages that Gorbel’s jib cranes feature requires a thorough understanding of the terms
commonly used in the crane industry:
Anchor Bolt Load: The total amount of force that is applied to each supporting anchor bolt; usually measured in
kips.
Axial Load: The total vertical force applied to the supporting structure.
Formula: Axial load = (overall weight of the crane) + (design factor x weight of load).
Boom: The horizontal beam (track) upon which the hoist trolley travels. The “jib” of the jib crane.
Bracket Center: The distance, center line to center line, between two supporting brackets of a wall mounted jib
crane (i.e. the distance between the two wall mounting points).
Capacity: The maximum live weight that the crane is designed to support. For jib cranes, the design load is based
on the capacity, plus a hoist & trolley allowance (15% of capacity) and an impact allowance (25% of capacity). The
allowable deflection of the crane is calculated using the design load plus the hoist allowance. Load testing can be
performed to 125% of rated load capacity. Standard Gorbel® jib cranes are available in capacities from 50 lbs (23
kg) to 5 tons (4536 kg).
Design Factor: A multiplier incorporated into a formula to allow for variations in the properties of materials,
manufacturing, operations, conditions, and design assumptions. The design factor for Gorbel® cranes is based
upon the capacity of the crane, plus 15% for the weight of the hoist, plus an additional 25% for impact. Simply put,
Gorbel’s design factor = (capacity x 1.4). Gorbel’s design factor for deflection is based upon the crane capacity plus
15% for the weight of the hoist and trolley (i.e. Deflection Design Factor = (capacity x 1.15)). It is important to
distinguish the design factor from the safety factor, which is a much larger number (typically 4 - 8 times greater than
the design factor). It also must be stressed that the crane should never be loaded beyond its capacity, regardless of
the design factor, although it can be load tested to 125% of rated load capacity.
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Deflection: The difference in elevation at the tip of the boom between an unloaded crane and a fully loaded crane;
usually measured in inches. Gorbel tends to have stricter deflection criteria than others in the industry. Typical
deflection of Gorbel® designs (where L = span of the crane in inches):
FS300, FS350, FS350S: L/150 (due to configuration restrictions some models may not meet these guidelines)
WC200, MT400, AJ360, AJ200, TSJ50, TSJ150, PPRO: L/150
WSJ360: L/200
WSJ200: L/320
WB100, AL100: L/450
Foundation: Many free standing jib cranes do not require a special foundation; they can be used with a standard
6-inch reinforced concrete floor. However, some jib cranes require a special foundation of concrete and steel, a few
feet wide and deep. Foundation recommendations can be found in the price pages and in the installation manual.
Height Under Boom (HUB): The distance from the floor to the underside of the crane’s boom. The minimum height
under boom equals the height of the load, plus the maximum distance the load is to be lifted, plus the headroom
required for the hoist, trolley, and attachments.
Kip: Kilopound. A unit of force equal to 1000 pounds (453.6 kg).
Mast: The vertical steel component of the jib crane which supports the crane. Free Standing jib cranes (including
Work Station Jibs, Pivot Pro®, Articulating Jibs and 150 lb. Tool Support Jibs) have a circular pipe for a mast, 50
lb. Tool Support jibs have a square pipe for a mast, Wall Cantilever cranes have standard I-beams, and Mast Type
cranes have wide flange beams. Wall Bracket cranes (including Work Station Jibs, Pivot Pro®, Articulating Jibs and
Tool Support Jibs) do not have a mast.
Overall Height: The distance to the highest point on the jib crane (should include hardware). A minimal clearance
(nominally 3 inches) is required from any obstructions above the boom or tie rod assembly throughout the entire
rotation of the crane.
Overturning Moment (OTM): The crane’s “moment” is the rotational force applied to the supporting structure,
created by hanging a load from the boom and the boom itself, causing a crane to want to tip over and the boom
deflect downward. The maximum moment occurs when the load is positioned furthest away from the mast or wall, at
the very tip of the cantilevered boom.
Portable Base: For smaller capacity jib cranes, digging up a floor for an adequate foundation is not always desired.
In many cases, a portable base/foundation is available. Please consult Gorbel for the product brochure regarding
portable bases.
Span: For a jib crane, span is the distance from the center of the pivot point to the end of the boom. Note that
“span” is greater than actual “working span” or “hook coverage”.
Supporting Structure: For a free standing jib crane (FS300, FS350, FS350S, WSJ360, AJ360-F, TSJ50-FS,
TSJ150-FS, PPRO-FS) the supporting structure is the foundation which the crane is bolted to or implanted in. For a
wall mounted jib crane (WB100, WC200, AL100, WSJ200, AJ200, TSJ50-WM, TSJ150-WM, PPRO-WM), the
supporting structure is the wall or column to which the crane is bolted. Mast type jib cranes (MT400, MT450) have a
supporting structure at both the ceiling and the floor. For a ceiling mounted articulating jib (AJ360-C) the supporting
structure is the overhead support the crane is mounted to.
Thrust & Pull: Forces exerted by a crane on its supporting structure. Thrust is the pushing (or compressive) force
exerted on the structure, while Pull is the tensile force. Thrust and Pull are thus equal (but opposite in direction) to
each other. The maximum thrust & pull occurs when the crane is loaded at full capacity.
Working Span: The working span (or hook coverage) is less than the span of the crane. It is a function of the
maximum hook reach and the ability to get the trolley close to the mast.
working span = (distance between trolley stops) - (hoist trolley length)
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Painting and Special Finishes:
Gorbel offers several finishes to our cranes to suit all types of needs and environments. Some finishes may require
sandblasting.
With the STANDARD finish:
• A high pressure wand is used to spray and wash the entire piece
• One coat of self-priming paint is applied then the piece is ready for the baking process
• Structural (I-beam) jib cranes are painted yellow. Enclosed track and articulating jib cranes are painted blue
• Although we take great care in packing your crane systems for shipment, scratching or chipping of the paint may
occur in transit. This is not the responsibility of Gorbel
• At least one spray can of enamel paint is included with each crane order for field touch-ups. Additional touch-up
paint can be purchased through Gorbel
Several manufacturers currently match Gorbel’s standard colors (in different paint formulations) so that basic
touch-up paint can be purchased at a local hardware store, if desired:
Sherwin-Williams:				
(both to be formulated in metal latex)		

Yellow: Gorbel Yellow
Blue: Gorbel Blue

Dupont “Dulux” Semi-gloss:			
DUP 4N31P					

Yellow: F.S. 33434
Blue: F.S. 25102

Strathmore:					
(alkyd enamel)					

Yellow: Y13-0030
Blue: L13-0065

Valspar:					
(available as industrial enamel or epoxy)

Yellow: B289
Blue: A58

Note: Air dry paint will typically have more gloss than our in-house baked paint.
The 304 Stainless Steel Work Station Jib Cranes are not painted, so that the food-grade, contamination-free quality
of the stainless steel system is maximized. Aluminum Wall Bracket Jib Cranes are not painted for this reason also.
Galvanizing is an alternate finish available from Gorbel. This process includes hot-dip zinc galvanizing performed
on the crane to increase corrosion resistance.
Sandblasting is another option commonly performed on Gorbel® cranes, especially if an epoxy or urethane paint is
to be used. Sandblasting is typically performed to SSPC-SP-10 or -6 (white or near white) specifications.
Customized paint colors and other finishing options are available upon request.
Additional costs and lead times for special finishes vary. Please contact a Sales Customer Service Representative at
(314) 884-8884 (US and Canada) or sales@ergonomicpartners.com for additional information.
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Quick Comparison Between Types of Gorbel® Jib Cranes:
The following is meant to provide you with a brief overview of the differences between the Free Standing Series
(FS300, FS350, FS350S), the Wall Bracket Series (WB100), the Wall Cantilever Series (WC200), the Mast Type
Series (MT400 & MT450), the Work Station Jib Series (WSJ360, WSJ200), the Articulating Series (AJ360-F,
AJ360-C, AJ200), the PIVOT PRO® Series (PPRO) and the Tool Support Jib Series (TSJ). This page does not
explain the full detail and advantages of each type; therefore, a thorough reading of each jib crane section is
strongly recommended.
Ability to be Relocated: The mast of the FS350 is permanently embedded into its foundation, and thus is not able
to be easily relocated after installation. The FS350S has only a permanently embedded sleeve. The other types of
jib cranes can be easily relocated, since they just bolt to their supporting structures.
Installation Costs & Time: The Free Standing Series and some Free Standing Work Station Jibs require a
steel-reinforced foundation with concrete pours, and thus typically have the most expensive installation costs and the
longest overall installation time. The FS350 and FS350S require two concrete pours.
Material Costs: The wall mounted tie rod jib cranes are typically the least expensive jib crane types, because they
require only a tie rod instead of a full mast for support. (Less steel = less cost.)
Maximum HUB: The Wall Cantilever, Free Standing, and Mast Type full cantilever jib cranes all offer a maximum
Height Under Boom. The Wall Bracket jib offers the least amount of HUB due to the location of its tie rod. (The tie
rod takes up significant space above the boom). Enclosed track and articulating jibs do not offer HUBs as great as
the structural jibs.
Thrust & Pull: Free Standing jibs exert force only on their foundation (floor), since they are not connected to any
other structure. The Mast Type jib exerts the least amount of thrust & pull on its structure compared to the wall
mounted jib cranes, since most of its forces are supported vertically by the mast. The wall mounted jibs exert very
significant thrust and pull forces on their supporting structures.
Note:

A qualified engineer or architect should be consulted to determine structural adequacy before
installation of any jib crane. Responsibility for determining if a structurally adequate wall, column,
or truss is available rests entirely on the customer.

Work Area Around the Mast: The FS350, FS350S, Mast Type and Tool Support Jib cranes offer maximum work
area space around the mast. The FS300, WSJ360, AJ360-F and Free Standing PIVOT PRO® have gussets around
their masts that may interfere with work area space (especially with larger capacities). The wall mounted cranes lack
a mast, but need to be mounted to a wall or column that may or may not interfere with the work area space.

Construction for Seismic Zones:
For those customers in seismic construction zones, the design criteria of cranes may change, depending on the
Zone Rating. Please contact Gorbel for seismic details.
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FREE STANDING JIB CRANES
FS300

FS350

FS350S

Description:
•
•
•
•
•

Available as Base Plate Mounted (FS300), Insert Mounted (FS350), and Sleeve Insert Mounted (FS350S)
All three types use a similar mast pipe, head assembly, and I-beam boom
Difference in the models is found in the mounting arrangement
Provide for 360º of continuous rotation
All models have a round mast pipe that remains stationary throughout rotation

STANDARD BEAM DATA
Beam
Flange
Size
Size
S6 @ 12.5#/ft.
W8 @ 18.4#/ft.
S10 @ 25.4#/ft.
S12 @ 31.8#/ft.
W16 @ 45#/ft.
W18 @ 50#/ft.
W21 @ 62#/ft.
W24 @ 84#/ft.

3-3/8”
5-1/4”
4-5/8”
5”
7”
7-1/2”
8-1/4”
9”

STANDARD MAST DATA
Overall
Wall
Weight
Diameter
Thickness
per Foot
8”
12”
14”
16”
18”
20”
24”
30”

1/4”
1/4”
3/8”
3/8”
3/8”
1/2”
1/2”
1/2”

22.37#
33.4#
54.6#
62.6#
70.6#
104.1#
125.5#
158.0#
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FS300
(Base Plate Mounted):
•
•
•
•
•

Mast is just bolted to the foundation, therefore can be easily relocated in the future
Only one concrete pour is required
A hexagonal base plate is welded to the base of the mast pipe, and is reinforced with six gusset plates equally
spaced around the circumference of the mast
The base plate is secured via anchor bolts to a structurally adequate, reinforced foundation
Utilizes full gussets in continual contact with the base plate. Other manufacturers typically utilize open gussets,
which can cause an undesirable, warped effect:

Gorbel® Base

Other’s Base
(exaggerated to show warped effect)

One of two bolt patterns is used for anchoring an FS300 jib crane: a six bolt pattern is utilized on cranes with a mast
diameter of 14” or less, and a twelve bolt pattern is used on cranes with a mast diameter of 16” or more:

Six-Bolt Pattern

Twelve-Bolt Pattern

FS350
(Insert Mounted):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mast is secured into the foundation (permanently embedded)
Takes up no floor space around the mast (so it is suitable for installation where a base plate and gussets would
cause interference to the work area)
Has a square base plate, 3” larger on all 4 sides than the mast diameter, welded to the mast
Base is secured with anchor bolts to the first concrete pour, made below floor level
The second pour, made to floor level, provides support for the mast pipe
Usually the trickiest to install of the three types of FS cranes

FS350S
(Sleeve Insert Mounted):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mast of the FS350S is secured into the foundation via a sleeve
Has no gussets or base plate to take up floor space, but, unlike the FS350, can be easily relocated at a later
date. (The sleeve, however, is permanently embedded in the foundation.)
Permits easier leveling during installation than the FS350
Sleeve is secured with anchor bolts to the first concrete pour, made below floor level
Second pour, made to floor level, provides support for the sleeve and mast pipe
Steel wedges are utilized in plumbing of the mast
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Application:
Free Standing series jib cranes:
• Are easy to install
• Perform a multitude of functions within a work area
• Allow for 360º of continuous rotation even when using electric- or air-powered hoists and trolleys
• Cantilever-style boom allows for maximum hoist lift
• Puts no stress on its building’s support structure (all the force of the crane is supported by its foundation).
FS
•
•
•
•

series jibs are an ideal way to handle and transfer materials, and can be used to:
Service an open area without being tied to a building structure
Supplement a bridge crane
Service an area where a bridge crane is not available or feasible
Take the place of a wall or column mounted crane when less than 360º of rotation is sufficient, but no other
structure is available for support

Two key requirements must be met before selecting a Free Standing Series jib crane:
1. The jib crane, in all cases, must be supported by a structurally adequate foundation.
2. There must be sufficient clearance above the boom (nominally 3 inches) throughout its arc.

Spans & Capacities:
Standard (pre-engineered) Free Standing series jib cranes are available in 1/4-, 1/2-, 1-1/2, 1-, 2-, 3-, and 5-ton
capacities, with spans and heights under boom ranging from 8 to 20 feet. Please contact our Sales Department at
314-884-8884 for information regarding larger spans, capacities, or heights under boom, or for special
requirements.
Note: Longer spans and heights under boom available through CraneBrain® on the web

Applied Forces to the
Supporting Structure:
The applied forces drawing details the relative position
and the direction of forces that an FS300 series jib crane
applies to the foundation that supports it.
When a load is applied to the crane, the front of the head
assembly, the front of the base plate, and the front
gussets are in compression (exerting thrust); the back
boom plate, the back of the head and the back of the
gussets are placed in tension (pulling).
These forces put a moment on the foundation and exert
significant thrust & pull on the crane, which must be of
sufficient size to resist the forces. Similar forces and moments are applied to models FS350 and FS350S.
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Design Advantages:
The features incorporated into the design of a Gorbel® Free Standing jib make it the most unique in the industry.
Head Assembly:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consists of two side plates, safety channel, back head plate, top head channel, upper front channel, weight
bearing frame assembly, front head channel, trunnion roller support bracket, and a trunnion roller kit
Is joined with bolts to the boom, and transfers the boom loading directly to the top pivot bearing and the trunnion
roller assemblies
Permits installation of the head prior to the boom
Decreases the required installation clearances
Allows for maximum hoist lift
Permits in-head bottom entry electrification
Utilizes a retaining pin to protect against dislodgment (this feature is exclusive to Gorbel)
Large head size eliminates crushing of the trunnion rollers. Other manufacturers utilize a smaller head that can
disfigure and damage the crane components, leading to difficulty with the crane operation.

Retaining Pin:
•
•
•
•

Increases safety by resisting dislodgment of the head
Retaining pin is placed through the pivot pin above the weight bearing channel
Is a feature exclusive to Gorbel
Proven to be especially beneficial when a free standing jib is used in conjunction with an overhead crane. The
overhead crane’s hoist hook, if too low, can accidentally latch on to the jib’s boom and lift the assembly. Gorbel’s
design prevents against dislodgment if this situation arises.
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Top Pivot Bearing Assembly:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reduces the clearance needed for installation
Allows for total enclosure of the bottom entry collector assembly within the head
Connects the head assembly to the mast pipe
Transfers the loading forces from the boom to the head and mast
Incorporates a weight bearing channel connecting the two sides of the head assembly
The weight-bearing channel supports a bearing housing that contains the outer face of a tapered roller bearing,
allowing for ease of rotation

Trunnion Roller Assembly:
•
•
•
•
•

Unique design of the trunnion rollers (with tapered roller bearings and a large surface area) prevents cutting
into the mast, thus eliminating the need for a wear band. Other manufacturers utilize smaller trunnion rollers or
cams that may actually carve into the pipe during rotation
Simplifies the leveling of the boom during installation and provides great ease of rotation
Provides the second bearing point within the head assembly to transmit the moment exerted on the boom to the
mast pipe
Trunnion roller is designed to rotate around the mast with full face contact
Rotation is made possible via two roller bearings, held in the trunnion roller channel by a 1-inch bolt. Two types
of trunnion roller assemblies are utilized in the FS Series jib cranes:
Type 1: Free standing jib cranes with
a mast diameter of 16” or less
have a trunnion roller assembly
consisting of a single formed
channel and two rollers.
Type 2: With mast diameters of 18” or
more, four rollers are used.

TYPE 2

TYPE 1

Leveling of the boom is accomplished in one of two
ways:
Type 1: With mast diameters of 20” or less,
shims can be placed where the boom
meets the head assembly.
Type 2: With mast diameters of 24” or more,
the trunnion roller assembly can be
adjusted.
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Independent Boom:
•
•
•

Allows the head assembly to be installed separately from the boom for easier handling
Lowers installation costs
Reduces required clearances

Collector Assemblies:
•
•
•

Provides for 360º continuous rotation in instances where power is fed to the crane and full rotation is desired
Available initially, or as a simple field modification
Two types of collector assemblies are used on the FS Series jib cranes:
1. When power is fed from the ceiling, a top entry collector is utilized*.
2. When power is fed from below, a bottom entry collector is used.

*Note: An additional 11-1/2” clearance above the boom is required to install a top entry collector.
Bottom Entry Collector:

Top Entry Collector:
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How to Order a Free Standing Jib Crane:
We at Gorbel hope to make the ordering process as simple and convenient as possible for you. When ordering an
FS series jib crane, please include the following information:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mounting Style (i.e., base plate: FS300, insert mounted: FS350, or sleeve insert: FS350S)
Capacity
Span (pivot point to end of boom)
Height Under Boom (HUB) or Over All Height (OAH)
Model Number
Desired Accessories (tagline, anchor bolts, plywood base plate template, bottom or top entry collector, etc.)
Any other critical information (i.e., outdoor application, motorized rotation, etc.)
Reference the quote if one was provided to you

An example is used below to help explain the model number, pricing, and ordering process:
Example:

A customer needs a free standing, floor mounted jib crane with a 1-ton capacity,
15-foot span, and 10-foot height under boom.

First determine whether an FS300, FS350, or FS350S is required. In this case, an FS300 is required since
the crane is to be floor mounted with a base plate. Then, to specify and price such a crane, find the
appropriate model number by turning to the Free Standing Jib Pricing section in the product binder. On the
1-ton page, the span would be “15 feet”, and the Height Under Boom would be “10 feet”. Find the box
where these two columns intersect to get the model number (14-12), the weight in pounds, and the price.
The complete model number for this FS series jib crane would thus be:
FS300 - 14 - 12
Note:

The middle number (mast diameter) of the FS series model designation (14” in this instance),
determines the other pertinent information about the crane, including bolt circle diameter, bolt
pattern, number of bolts, and the size of the bolts. The Installation & Maintenance Manual provides
this information, as well as foundation requirements and installation instructions. The size of the
I-beam (12” in this case) will help determine the trolley.

Please fax in your order to our Sales Customer Service Department at (800) 570-5584 (US and Canada)
or email sales@ergonomicpartners.com, with your order information or order online at
https://www.ergonomicpartners.com.
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WALL BRACKET JIB CRANES

WB100

Description:
•
•
•
•

Combines simplicity of design, heavy duty construction,
ease of installation, and low cost
Places emphasis on ease of rotation and quality
Consists of a standard I-Beam for the boom, a tie rod
(right-hand-threaded at each end), a top and a bottom
bracket, a beam bracket, and trolley stops
Offers a wide variety of practical uses within its
approximate 200º rotational area

Application:
•
•
•
•

Especially desirable for individual use in bays, along walls
of shops, and as a supplement to an overhead traveling crane or monorail
Provides a versatile and cost-effective solution to crane needs where adequate headroom and structural support
exist
Covers approximately 200º of rotation
Is the most economical solution as compared to other jib cranes because the tie rod suspension eliminates the
need for a mast member, and permits the use of a smaller section boom than the cantilever-style suspensions of
other jib cranes (less steel = less cost)

Two key requirements must be met before selecting the Wall Bracket series jib crane:
1. There must be a structurally adequate wall, column, or truss to support the crane.
Note:

Responsibility for determining if the support is adequate rests entirely on the customer.
Information on the loading of the support by the crane can be found in the WB100 pricing
section under the column labeled “Thrust & Pull.”

2. There must be sufficient clearance (nominally 3”) above the tie rod throughout its arc.

Spans & Capacities:
Standard (pre-engineered) Wall Bracket jib cranes are available in 1/2-, 1-, 2-, 3-, and 5-ton capacities, with
standard boom spans ranging from 8 to 30 feet. Please contact the Sales Customer Service department at
(800) 314-8884 or email sales@ergonomicpartners.com for information regarding larger spans and capacities, or for
special requirements.

Applied Forces to the
Supporting Structure:
The applied forces diagram details the relative position and
direction of the forces that a Wall Bracket jib crane applies to the
structure that supports it when a load is picked up.
When a load is applied, the top wall bracket applies an overall
downward and outward force (pull) on its support. The tie rod is in
tension. The bottom wall bracket applies a downward and inward
force (thrust) on its support. These Thrust & Pull forces are
significantly higher than the capacity of the crane! Be sure to have
a qualified structural engineer verify the adequacy of the
supporting structure.

Distributed by Ergonomic Partners | sales@ergonomicpartners.com | 314-884-8884 | www.ergonomicpartners.com
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Design Advantages:
The key to Gorbel’s superior Wall Bracket jib crane lies in the design and manufacture of the bracket system, and in
the fact that cap channels are added to longer spans for lateral stability.
Top Bracket Construction:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Absorbs the pull of the tie rod while still maintaining great ease of rotation
All bolted connections are in double shear
The bracket does not rely on any tension welds
The bronze bushing/thrust washer combination provides ease of rotation, long life, and low maintenance
requirements
Resists drift once rotation has been stopped
The top bracket consists of three parts:
1. A formed steel channel which is bolted to the supporting structure (mounting bolts not provided).
2. A clevis bracket, consisting of a steel tube with two bronze bushings pressed into it, and a wrap-around
channel. A grease fitting is provided for field lubrication. This clevis bracket rests on a bronze, oilimpregnated thrust washer, and is retained in the formed wall channel by means of a pivot bolt
assembly in double shear. The thrust washer prevents a steel-on-steel situation, and eases rotation.
3. A formed rod clevis, attached to the top end of the tie rod with an adjusting nut and lock washer; and
retained in the clevis bracket by means of a bolt or pin in double shear.

Beam Bracket Construction:
•
•
•
•

Connects tie rod to beam near end of span
Consists of a formed clevis fastened to the tie rod, and bolted to the formed beam channel
Design does not rely on any tension welds
Pivot bolt is in double shear

Bottom Bracket Construction:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accepts the downward and compressive forces which the crane applies, yet provides optional ease of rotation
and resistance to drift for the boom
Has a formed channel which bolts to the supporting structure
Has two beam-connecting plates welded to a steel tube, which contains two bronze bushings
The bolts connecting the plates to the beam are in double shear, with a minimum dependency on a weld to carry
the load
The beam bracket assembly rests on an oil-impregnated bronze thrust washer and is held in the formed wall
channel by means of a pivot bolt assembly in double shear
Wall Channel (Formed Channel) Thickness:
A grease fitting is provided for field lubrication
WB-G1		
WB-G2		
WB-G3		
WB-G5		

1/2”
5/8”
3/4”
1.0”

Distributed by Ergonomic Partners | sales@ergonomicpartners.com | 314-884-8884 | www.ergonomicpartners.com
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Tie Rod:
•
•
•
•

A single tie rod (ASTM A36), right-hand threaded at each end, is utilized
Offers ease of leveling
Assures that the bottom bracket and I-beam will be loaded evenly
Design is superior to a double tie rod arrangement that depends on even adjustment of the two rods, which can
increase installation time and costs

How to Order:
If a Wall Bracket series jib crane is the right crane for your specific application, determine the model number
required and the list price by turning to the Wall Bracket Jib Pricing section in the product binder, and locating the
correct row and column. These charts also provide information regarding the bracket center dimensions, thrust
and pull exerted, and shipping weights for each standard crane model. The model number is used to designate the
bracket fitting size, the span, and the depth of the boom. An example is given below:
Example:		

WB100 - G2 - 16 - 10

In this example, the wall bracket jib crane has a “G2” size fitting, the span is 16 feet, and the depth of boom is 10
inches.
Please fax or email your order to our Sales department at (800) 570-5584 (US and Canada) or
sales@ergonomicpartners.com. Be sure to include the following information:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Capacity
Model number
Span
Bracket center distance
Bracket fitting size
Desired accessories
Any additional critical information

Wall Bracket Fittings Kit:
Customers can make their own WB100 series jib crane by using Gorbel’s high-quality components. The customer
buys an I-beam locally, and is responsible for assembly.
•
•
•

Kits are available for capacities up to 5 tons, for spans ranging from 8 to 30 feet
Kit consists of a top wall bracket, a bottom wall bracket, and a beam bracket (these parts are the same as those
used for Gorbel’s standard WB100 jib cranes)
A tie rod is used with the kit, and can be purchased either locally or from Gorbel (tie rod is not included in the
standard kit price)

An additional hardware kit is also available, and consists of the hardware required to connect the lower bracket and
the beam bracket to the I-beam, and the hex nuts and washers needed to attach the tie rod to the clevis assemblies.
Bracket center dimensions must be held to those given in the WB100 series chart. Gorbel is not responsible for
deviation from above capacity and span recommendation, variance from the recommended limitations between
brackets, overloading, or incorrect installation of crane.

Distributed by Ergonomic Partners | sales@ergonomicpartners.com | 314-884-8884 | www.ergonomicpartners.com
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WALL CANTILEVER JIB CRANES

WC200

Description:
•
•
•
•

Combines high quality, safety, stringent design criteria, ease of installation, and ease of rotation
Consists of an I-Beam for the mast and boom, two fabricated rotating brackets that bolt to the structural support,
and trolley stops
Mounts to a wall or column
Provides approx. 200º of rotation

The WC200 series provides a versatile and cost-effective solutions to your crane needs. All fittings are made of
structural steel and are manufactured to avoid reliance upon castings. Mast/boom connections are designed for
maximum shipping economy and ease of installation.

Application:
•
•
•

Similar in use to the wall bracket jib crane, but has the advantage of allowing maximum hoist lift
Can be installed close to the underside of the lowest overhead obstruction (nominally a minimum of 3 inches)
Especially desirable for individual use in bays, along walls, and sides of shops, or as a supplement to a traveling
overhead crane or monorail

Two key requirements must be met before selecting a Wall Cantilever series jib crane:
1. There must be a structurally adequate wall, column, or truss to support the crane.
Note:

Responsibility for determining if the support is adequate rests entirely on the customer.
Information on the loading of the support by the crane can be found in the WC200 pricing
section under the column labeled “Thrust & Pull.”

2. There must be sufficient clearance above the boom (nominally a minimum of 3 inches) throughout its
arc.

Spans & Capacities:
The Wall Cantilever jib cranes are available in capacities up to 5 tons, with standard boom spans up to 30 feet.
Please fax in your order to our Sales Customer Service Department at (800) 570-5584 (US and Canada) or email
sales@ergonomicpartners.com, for information regarding larger spans or capacities, or for special requirements
not in the product binder.

Distributed by Ergonomic Partners | sales@ergonomicpartners.com | 314-884-8884 | www.ergonomicpartners.com
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Applied Forces to the
Supporting Structure:
The applied forces diagram details the relative position and
direction of the forces that this jib crane applies to the supporting
structure when a load is picked up.
When a load is applied, the top wall bracket applies a downward
and outward force on its support. This places the support in tension
(pulling). The bottom wall bracket applies a downward and inward
force on its support, placing it in compression (exerting thrust).
These Thrust & Pull forces are significantly higher than the capacity
of the crane! Be sure to have a qualified structural engineer verify
the adequacy of the supporting structure.

Design Advantages:
The superiority of Gorbel’s Wall Cantilever jib cranes lies in the mast/boom connection and the bracket system
design.
Mast & Boom:
• Stiffeners are placed at critical stress points in the mast for torsional rigidity
• Removable trolley stops are bolted to the boom
The mast/boom connection comes in two styles to maximize ease of installation and minimize shipping costs.
General guidelines are as follows (please note that some exceptions do exist):
1. If the bracket center dimension is 6-1/2 feet or less, the beam depth is under 18”, and the fitting size is B3 or
less, the mast/boom connection is made by using a top mast plate welded to the mast and boom.
2. If the bracket center dimension is greater than 6-1/2 feet, the beam depth is greater than 18”, or the fitting
size is a B5 or greater, the mast/boom connection is a bolted connection.

Welded Connection

Bolted Connection

Note: Bolted connections may be requested in lieu of welded connections for an additional charge.
Wall Cantilever Brackets:
•
•
•

Feature a design that has excellent torsional rigidity, a pivot bolt in double shear, and resistance to boom drift
Ease of rotation is insured with oil-impregnated bronze bushings and a thrust-washer to prevent a steel-on-steel
situation
Inherent strength of the I-shape and the large welding surface area of the butt weld between the mast and the
brackets adds exceptional strength and reliability

Distributed by Ergonomic Partners | sales@ergonomicpartners.com | 314-884-8884 | www.ergonomicpartners.com
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The top and bottom brackets utilize identical fittings, each consisting of two parts:
1. A formed channel which is bolted to the structural support (mounting
bolts not provided).
2. A fabricated I-shaped bracket comprised of three plates, two of which
have a hole for a steel tube. The third plate forms the web of the “I” and
is welded to the other plates and the steel tube. Two bronze bushings
are pressed in each end of the tube, and a grease fitting is provided for
field lubrication. The bracket is butt welded to the back of the mast. The
I-shaped bracket rests on a thrust washer, and is held on the wall by a
pivot bolt assembly.

Wall Channel (Formed Channel) Thickness:
WC-B1		
WC-B2		
WC-B3		
WC-B5		

1/2”
5/8”
3/4”
1.0”

How to Order:
If the Wall Cantilever is the right crane for your specific application, determine the model number required by turning
to the Wall Cantilever Jib Pricing section in the product binder, and locating the correct row and column. The
pricing section also shows list price, bracket fitting size, bracket center dimensions, wall-to-bracket dimensions,
beam size, shipping weight, and thrust/pull information for standard cranes. Please contact our Sales Customer
Service Department for additional information.
The Model Number is used to designate the bracket fitting size, the span, and the boom depth. An example is given
below:
Example:

WC200 - B3 - 10 - 16

This Wall Cantilever jib crane has “B3” size brackets, a 10-foot span, and a boom depth of 16 inches.
After determining the required model number and list price, please fax your order to the Sales Customer Service
department at (800) 570-5584 (US and Canada).
Please include all of the following information:
• Capacity
• Model number
• Span
• Bracket fitting size
• Bracket center distance
• Beam depth
• Desired accessories or options
• Any additional information or special instructions

Wall Cantilever Fittings Kit:
Customers can make their own WC200 series jib crane by using Gorbel’s high-quality components. The customer
buys the I-beam mast and boom locally, and fabricates the mast stiffeners, top connection plate, corner brace, and
trolley stops.
•
•
•

Kit consists of the top and bottom wall brackets and eight A325 bolts used to connect wall brackets to jib (by
others)
Includes a formed mounting channel, pivot bolts with lock washer and hex nut, fabricated pivot assembly, and
thrust washer
Standard kits are available for capacities up to 3 tons, for spans ranging from 8 ft. up to 20 ft.

Bracket center dimensions must be held to those given in the WC200 series chart. Gorbel is not responsible
for deviation from the listed capacity and span recommendations, variance between the recommended limitations
between brackets, overloading, or incorrect installation of crane.
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MAST TYPE JIB CRANES
MT400

MT450

Description:
The Mast Type Series Jib Crane:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consists of top and bottom bearing assemblies, a wide-flange mast, and an I-beam boom with removable trolley
stops
Mast rotates along with the boom
Exerts the least amount of force on its supporting structure of any jib crane series
Is floor-supported and top-stabilized
Capable of 360º rotation via a top and bottom bearing assembly
Allows full utilization of the working area (providing there are no obstructions)
Provides the most economical solution where maximum lift is required
Special foundation preparation is typically not required
Is frequently installed under a crane rail or near a wall, therefore not utilizing the full 360º of continuous rotation
Many different types and shapes of support structures are adequate

There Are Two Styles of Mast Type Jibs:
MT400 - Full cantilever model
•
•

Mast/boom connection is made by using a plate welded to the top of the mast and bolted to the boom, and a
plate welded to the inside end of the boom which is bolted to the mast
Provides maximum hoist lift where full use of available clearance is desired

MT450 - Drop cantilever model
•
•

Mast/boom connection is made with a plate and gusset welded to the top inside end of the boom and is bolted
to the mast through the end of beam plate
Allows the option of placing the boom at any level on the mast in situations where the top mast support is
located above overhead obstructions such as lighting fixtures, heat ducts, steam pipes, etc.
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Application:
•
•

Provides a versatile and economical solution where 360º rotation is desired
Often used when the thrust and pull exerted by other crane types is too great

Two key requirements must be met before selecting an MT400 or MT450 series jib crane:
1. An adequate structural support must be available to
stabilize the crane at the top.
Note: Responsibility for determining if a support is
adequate rests entirely on the customer.
2. A minimum clearance (*) is required for the dimension
from the top of the boom to the top of the crane, for
both the MT400 and MT450. This minimum clearance
is dependent upon the pivot assembly, and ranges from
3.75” to 5.25”, depending upon the crane capacity and
span. This dimension for an MT450 may be dropped to
any desirable height below the minimum clearance, but
note that the (*) dimension must be at least 14-3/4” for an
MT450.

Span & Capacities:
The Mast Type jib crane is available in 1/4-, 1/2-, 1-, 1-1/2, 2-, 3-, and 5-ton capacities, with standard spans and
heights under boom ranging from 8 to 20 feet. Please fax in your order to our Sales Customer Service Department at
(800) 570-5584 (US and Canada) or email sales@ergonomicpartners.com, for information regarding larger spans or
heights under the boom, or for special require-ments not found in the product binder.

Applied Forces to the
Supporting Structure:
The applied forces diagram details the relative position and the
direction of forces that this jib crane applies to the structure that
supports it when a load is picked up.
When a load is applied to the MT series jib crane, the top connection
plate between the mast and the boom is in tension (pulling), and the
back boom plate is in compression (exerting thrust). The top pivot
assembly places an outward force upon its support while the bottom
pivot assembly places a downward and inward force upon its support.
A qualified structural engineer should be consulted to assure that the
crane’s support is able to withstand the thrust and pull forces. Thrust
and pull information is available in the Installation and Maintenance
Manual.
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Design Advantages:
The key to Gorbel’s superior Mast Type jib lies in the quality bearing design. And, because shims are used, the
crane is easy to level during installation.
Top Bearing Assembly:
•
•
•

A self-aligning radial ball bearing fitted to the pivot pin provides ease of rotation and a rigid connection
The bearing is pressed into a machined housing welded to a top mounting plate, which is bolted to the
supporting structure
A grease fitting is provided for easy field lubrication

Bottom Bearing Assembly:
Identical to the top bearing assembly, with the addition of a bronze thrust washer between the bottom mast plate
and the machined bearing housing, held in place by the mast pivot pin. Mounting plate is 3/4” thick.

How to Order:
If a Mast Type jib crane is the correct crane choice for your specific application, determine whether you require the
MT400 or MT450 (i.e., is a full or a drop cantilever model desired?). Then determine the required model number by
turning to the Mast Type Jib Pricing section in the product binder and locating the correct row and column.
The model number is used to designate the mast size, the boom size, and the diameter of the pivot pin. An
example is given below:
Example:

MT400 - 16 - 12 - 15

This Mast Type jib crane is a full cantilever model, has a mast diameter of 16 inches, a boom size of 12
inches, and a pivot pin diameter of 1.5 inches.
After determining the model number you require, please fax your order to our Sales Customer Service department
at (800) 570-5584 (US and Canada) or email sales@ergonomicpartners.com. Be sure to include the following
information needed to process your order, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Capacity
Span
Height Under Boom (HUB)
Over All Height
Model number
Additional options, accessories, information, or special requirements
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MOTORIZED JIB CRANES
Motorization of a crane refers to powered rotation. Standard (non-motorized) cranes rotate by means of the human
operator (manual rotation), while motorized cranes rotate by means of electrical or air (pneumatic) power.

Description:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Available for all Gorbel® structural (I-beam) jib crane types
Exceptionally smooth acceleration & deceleration
Precise control
Years of dependable service
Retrofit kit can upgrade almost any brand of box head-style free standing jib
The motorized rotation package is available in two styles:
1. The Standard Drive Package is used with new Gorbel® Free Standing, Wall Bracket, Wall Cantilever,
and Mast Type motorized jib cranes. The approximate maximum limits for a Gorbel® motorized jib crane
are 10-ton capacity, 30’ span, and 30’ height.
2. The Retrofit Traction Drive Kit is used to upgrade and motorize an existing Free Standing jib crane.
This kit fits most free standing jib brands with box style head assembly and a round pipe mast. (Indoor
use only, typically up to only 5 ton capacities and 20’ spans.) Retrofits are not recommended for crane
types other than Free Standing jibs; if motorization is required for a Wall Bracket, Wall Cantilever, or
Mast Type crane, it is recommended that a new motorized crane be purchased.

Application:
Motorized Rotation is Especially Desirable When:
• Weight of the load is particularly high
• Frequency of operation makes manual operation impractical or inefficient
• Spotting accuracy and/or reduced load sway is important
• Size or shape of the load is cumbersome or difficult to handle safely
• Operator must control or position the loads without access to the area covered by the span (i.e., over tanks, pits,
bodies or water, drop-offs, etc.)

Special Considerations for Motorized Cranes:
Many variables must be considered to select the correct motorized jib crane. Some of these include:
• Environment:
Is the crane to be used indoors or outdoors? If outdoors, what is the maximum wind speed that the crane will be
used in? Is the indoor area excessively dirty or dusty? Is spark resistance required? Is the environment
particularly corrosive or caustic?
• Size and shape of load:
The size and surface area of the load can greatly affect the size of drive that is required with breezy, outdoor
applications.
• Cycle times, lift speeds, and rotation speeds required
• Warning devices, lights or alarms that may be needed
• Festooning arrangement desired
• Desired options such as collectors, limit switches, fusible disconnect switch, NEMA rating, etc.
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Design Advantages of the Standard Drive Package:
Gorbel® motorized series cranes have the following outstanding features:
Soft Start/Stop Controls:
• Controls the starting acceleration and stopping deceleration
• Eliminates the jerky starts and stops that many lower-quality motorized jib cranes experience
• Ensures greater accuracy, ease of operation, and durability
• Design incorporates exceptional structural rigidity to withstand the increased torsional forces imposed by
motorized rotation
Electrical Features of Standard Gorbel® Motorized Cranes:
The following features increase convenience and safety, and are included with the Standard Package:
• Mainline contactor (120 volt or 24 volt)
• Thermal overload protection in all three phases to protect the rotation motor from overload while running
• Control voltage transformer in the control panel to provide either 110 or 240 volt control power
• Control panel pre-wired to a labeled terminal strip for fast final wiring in the field. All wires are conveniently
numbered
• Fused control circuit to further protect the crane operator
• NEMA 12, 3R, 4, 4X enclosure
• Standard drives configured for 208-460 volt 3-phase power (575 volt optional)
• 1 HP, 1800 RPM motor
• Tagline and wire rope trolleys to support festooning of controls
• Variable Speed Drive Controller with soft start and soft stop
• Optional variable speed controls

Free Standing Motorized Jib Cranes:
The diagram below represents a typical motorized design. All motorized cranes have a mast diameter
of at least 14”.

Boom of Free Standing Motorized Crane:
Standard I-Beam boom is reinforced with a top cap channel on spans greater than 10 feet. This cap channel
increases the boom’s rigidity and allows the boom to withstand the additional forces a motorized jib crane boom
must absorb. The channel adds an additional margin of safety and extra durability to the design.
Head Assembly of Free Standing Motorized Crane:
•
•

Features boxed construction
The drive assembly and collector rings are totally enclosed in the head, for safe operation and better protection
from atmospheric contaminants
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Drive Assembly of Free Standing Motorized Crane:
•
•
•

Modular in construction
Mounted in the back of the head assembly
Consists of Sprockets, Clutch, Drive Train, Motor Reducer, Drive Frame & Cover described below:

Sprockets:

Clutch:

Drive Train:

•
•

Precision machined
Positive drive without slipping

•
•

Overload protection of drive components
Field-adjustable

•
•
•

Features easy-to-adjust chain tensioning
Smooth, consistent, positive drive
Uniform acceleration and deceleration of the jib rotation

Motor Reducer:
• Consists of precision, oil-bath-lubricated worm gear reducer
• Responsible for proper rotation speed
• Standard is double reduction type
• Motor is C-faced mounted, TEFC, 30-minute duty, 40º C rise, Class “B” insulated drive
Drive Frame:
•
•
•
•
•
Drive Cover:
•
•

Forms the mounting base for the motor and reducer
Mounts inside the back of the head
Mounted using a connection that permits adjustment, ensuring proper chain tension
Fabricated from 1/2”-thick plate
Precision machined
Exposed chain is enclosed in a 14-gauge sheet metal cover to protect it from damage and to protect
employees from possible injury
Provides easy access to mounting hardware for routine maintenance

Wall Bracket & Wall Cantilever Motorized Jib Cranes:
Both the Wall Bracket (WB100) and the Wall Cantilever (WC200) motorized cranes are similar to the non-motorized
versions, with the addition of rotation lever arms, motors, reducers, and electrical enclosures. Gorbel’s standard
electrical features are incorporated into the custom design. The two wall mounted motorized cranes have the
following features:
Boom of WB100MD and WC200MD:
Standard I-beam boom is reinforced with a top cap channel on spans greater than 10’ to increase rigidity and allow
the boom to withstand the additional forces that a motorized jib crane boom must absorb. This adds an additional
margin of safety to the design.
Mast of WC200:
The mast assembly of WC200 model is boxed in with a rigidity-adding plate, permitting the mast to withstand the
torsional forces that the drive induces in a motor driven jib.
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Drive Assembly of WB100MD and WC200MD:
•
•
•
•

Responsible for rotation of crane
Modular in construction
Mounts on a back support plate which is mounted to the wall or column
Consists of a Rotation Lever Arm Drive and a Motor Reducer:
Rotation Lever Arm Drive:
• Precision machined and formed
• Unique design results in smooth consistent driving, and uniform acceleration and deceleration of the
jib rotation
• Is sandwiched between a torque limiter, which protects the components from overload
Motor Reducer:
• Responsible for proper rotation speed
• Precision, oil-bath-lubricated, worm-gear reducer
• Motor is C-faced mounted, TEFC, 30 minute duty, 40º C rise, Class “B” insulated drive
• Electrical limit switches are supplied to limit the rotation of the jib crane

Mast Type Motorized Jib Cranes:
In addition to the drive motor, reducer, and clutch, the mast of a motorized mast type crane is boxed in for extra
rigidity to withstand the forces of motorization. Gorbel’s standard electrical features are incorporated into the custom
design.
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Retrofit Traction Drive:
•
•
•
•
•

Upgrades an existing, non-motorized free standing jib crane to motorized power
Fits most brands of free standing jibs with box style head assemblies and round pipe masts
For capacities up to 5 tons and spans up to 20 feet
Provides motorized power at a fraction of the cost of a new motorized jib
Indoor applications only

The Retrofit Kit comes in two models:
1. Retrofit I:
• For capacities from 1/4 to 2 tons and spans up to 20 feet
• Contains one heavy-walled traction roller mounted in the drive assembly
2. Retrofit II:
• For capacities from 3 to 5 tons and spans up to 20 feet
• Contains two heavy-walled traction rollers mounted in the drive assembly
Drive Assembly of Retrofit I & II:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Structurally-reinforced and modular
Bolts to the back of the box-style head assembly
Traction drive powers a large, heavy-walled roller (or rollers)
Specially-designed roller surface grips the mast to drive the jib with exceptional smoothness
Drive roller has a spring-loaded tension adjustment to insure a constant driving force
Worm gear reducer with oil-bath lubrication is used for reliable operation and low maintenance
TENV, Class B, 40º C ambient continuous, C-faced motor meets the most rigorous demands
Standard rotation speed is nominally 1/2 rpm

Drawing of a Retrofit I:				

Drawing of a Retrofit II:

Electrical Features of Retrofit I & II:
•
•
•

The Retrofit Drives utilize the same electrical features as our standard motorized drive
A mainline contactor is standard on a Retrofit II, but is available as an option for Retrofit I
Variable frequency drives are available as an option for both Retrofit I and II

How to Order Any Gorbel® Motorized Jib Crane:
Please fax in your order to our Sales Customer Service Department at (800) 570-5584 (US and Canada) or email
sales@ergonomicpartners.com with any questions or concerns.
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WORK STATION JIB CRANES

WSJ200

WSJ360

TOP WALL
BRACKET
TIE ROD
WALL OR
COLUMN

BOOM
BRACKET

BOOM

Description:
GORBEL INC.
U.S.A.

•
•
•
•

Enclosed track design
Available in Free Standing, Wall Cantilever and Aluminum
Wall Bracket models
Easier rotation, less weight than I-beam cranes
Tapered trolley wheels to match the track flange

BOTTOM WALL
BRACKET

TROLLEY

AL100

WSJ360 (Free Standing):
•
•
•

Features 360° rotation
Mast is bolted directly to floor without adding special foundations
Easy installation and adjustment

WSJ200 (Wall Cantilever):
•
•
•
•

Features 200° rotation
Mounted directly to wall or column
Allows for maximum headroom
Tapered roller bearings at pivot points for easy rotation

AL100 (Aluminum Wall Bracket):
•
•
•
•

Features 200° rotation
Mounted directly to wall or column
Lightweight, high strength extruded aluminum enclosed track boom
Tie rod suspension
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Application:
WSJ360:
• Are easy to install
• Perform a multitude of functions within a work area
• Allow for 360° of continuous rotation
• Circular coverage areas not conveniently covered by main crane
• Most can be bolted directly to existing floor without special foundation
• Available in steel (all capacities) and stainless steel (capacities to 500 lbs)
WSJ200:
• Enclosed track boom reduces dead weight
• Easier rotation than typical I-beam crane
• Mounted to wall or column
• Circular coverage areas not conveniently covered by main crane
• Available in steel (all capacities) and stainless steel (capacities to 500 lbs)
AL100:
• Lightweight aluminum enclosed track design reduces dead weight of boom
• Tie rod minimizes deflection for more precise positioning
• Easier to move than traditional I-beam jibs
• Circular coverage areas not conveniently covered by main crane
• Desirable for individual use in bays, along walls of shops and as a supplement to an overhead traveling crane or
monorail

Spans & Capacities:
Standard steel Work Station Jib cranes are available in capacities up to 1000 lbs. with spans up to 16 feet and
heights under boom up to 14 feet on free standing models. Aluminum Work Station Jib cranes are available in
capacities up to 2000 lbs. with spans up to 20 feet. Please fax in your order to our Sales Customer Service
Department at (800) 570-5584 (US and Canada) or email sales@ergonomicpartners.com for information
regarding larger spans or capacities, or for special requirements not in the product binder.

Applied Forces to the Supporting Structure:
The applied forces diagram details the relative position and
direction of the forces that the jib crane applies to the supporting
structure when a load is picked up.
Free Standing:
When a load is applied to the crane, the front of the head
assembly, the front of the base plate, and the front gussets are in
compression (exerting thrust); the back of the boom plate, the back
of the head and the back of the gussets are placed in tension
(pulling). These forces put a moment on the foundation and exert
significant thrust & pull on the crane which must be of sufficient
size to resist the forces.

LOAD

TENSION

COMPRESSION

Wall/Column Mounted:
When a load is applied, the top wall bracket applies a downward
and outward force on its support. This places the support on
the Wall Mounted Work Station Jibs and the tie rod on Aluminum Wall
Bracket jibs in tension (pulling). The bottom wall bracket applies a
downward and inward force on its support, placing it in compression
(exerting thrust). These Thrust & Pull forces are significantly higher than
the capacity of the crane! Be sure to have a qualified structural engineer
verify the adequacy of the supporting structure.
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Design Advantages:
•

•
•
•

Easy Movement: The cold-formed, high-strength enclosed track design keeps rolling surfaces clean,
contributing to easier movement and longer life. The track’s low weight-per-foot reduces the dead weight of the
boom. The enclosed track profile features a 2° taper in the lower running flange which helps center the trolley in
the track increasing wheel life and allowing smooth rolling of the trolleys.
Unsurpassed Ease of Rotation: The steel enclosed track work station jibs weigh less and rotate easier than
traditional I-beam cranes. The aluminum wall mounted jibs feature extruded aluminum enclosed track that is
lighter in weight for even easier movement of the boom.
Precise Load Positioning: A hoist trolley with low rolling resistance and lubricated-for-life sealed bearings
combined with easy rotation of the boom help to precisely position and spot loads.
Duracomp 4® Wheels: Gorbel® trolley wheels are made of Duracomp 4® - a food grade material that
outperforms steel wheels in endurance and destructive testing. Wheels are tapered to match the track flange’s
2° taper, which enhances wheel life and keeps the trolley running smoothly.

How to Order a Work Station Jib Crane:
If a Work Station Jib crane is the right crane for your specific application, determine the model number required by
turning to the Work Station Jib Crane Pricing section in the product binder, and locating the correct row and
column. The pricing section also shows list price and shipping weight for standard cranes. Please contact the
Gorbel® Customer Service Department for additional information not found in the sales binder.
After determining the required model number and list price, please fax in your order to our Sales Customer Service
Department at (800) 570-5584 (US and Canada) or email sales@ergonomicpartners.com with any questions or
concerns..
Please
•
•
•
•
•
•

include all of the following information:
Capacity
Model Number
Span
Height Under Boom (if Free Standing)
Desired accessories or other options
Any additional information or special instructions
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TOOL SUPPORT JIB CRANES
TSJ50-FS

TSJ150-FS

BOOM

MAST

TSJ50-WM

TSJ150-WM

Description:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enclosed track design
Available in Free Standing and Wall/Column Mounted models
180° to 200° rotation
Simple 4-bolt installation for easy adjustment of HUB
Small bracket centers for reduced headroom
Tapered roller bearings for easy operation

Application:
•
•
•
•
•

Designed to be smaller, lighter and more cost effective for applications with suspended tools
Circular coverage areas not sufficiently covered by main crane
Used for supporting tool balancers, hoists, vacuum lifters and welding wire feeders
Lightweight for easy movement
No foundation required for Free Standing models

Spans & Capacities:
The Tool Solutions Jib cranes are available in capacities up to 150 lbs. with standard spans up to 12 feet and
heights under boom from 8 feet to 10 feet on Free Standing models. Please fax in your order to our Sales
Customer Service Department at (800) 570-5584 (US and Canada) or email sales@ergonomicpartners.com with
any questions or concerns..
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Applied Forces to the Supporting Structure:
The applied forces diagram details the relative position and
direction of the forces that this jib crane applies to the
supporting structure when a load is picked up.
Free Standing
When a load is applied to the crane, the front of the head
assembly, the front of the base plate, and the front gussets
are in compression (exerting thrust); the back boom plate,
the back of the head and the back of the gussets are placed
in tension (pulling). These forces put a moment on the
foundation and exert significant thrust & pull on the crane
which must be of sufficient size to resist the forces.

LOAD
TENSION

COMPRESSION

Wall/Column Mounted
When a load is applied, the top wall bracket applies a
downward and outward force on its support. This places the
support in tension (pulling). The bottom wall bracket applies
a downward and inward force on its support, placing it in
compression (exerting thrust). These Thrust & Pull forces
are significantly higher than the capacity of the crane! Be
sure to have a qualified structural engineer verify the
adequacy of the supporting structure.

Design Advantages:
•

•
•
•

Easy Movement: The cold-formed, high-strength enclosed track design keeps rolling surfaces clean,
contributing to easier movement and longer life. The
track’s low weight-per-foot reduces the dead weight of
the boom. The enclosed track profile features a 2° taper in the lower running flange which helps center the
trolley in the track increasing wheel life and allowing smooth rolling of the trolleys.
Unsurpassed Ease of Rotation: The enclosed track tool support jibs weigh less and rotate easier than
traditional I-beam cranes.
Precise Load Positioning: A hoist trolley with low rolling resistance and lubricated-for-life sealed bearings
combined with easy rotation of the boom help to precisely position and spot loads.
Duracomp 4® Wheels: Gorbel® trolley wheels are made of Duracomp 4® - a food grade material that
outperforms steel wheels in endurance and destructive testing. Wheels are tapered to match the track flange’s
2° taper, which enhances wheel life and keeps the trolley running smoothly.

How to Order a Tool Support Jib Crane:
If the Tool Support Jib is the right crane for your specific application, determine the model number required by
turning to the Work Station Jib Cranes Pricing section in the product binder, and locating the correct row and
column. The pricing section also shows list price and shipping weight for standard cranes. Please contact the
Gorbel® Customer Service Department for additional information not found in the sales binder.
After determining the required model number and list price, please fax in your order to our Sales Customer Service
Department at (800) 570-5584 (US and Canada) or email sales@ergonomicpartners.com with any questions or
concerns.
Please include all of the following information:
• Capacity
• Model Number
• Span
• Height Under Boom (if Free Standing)
• Desired accessories or other options
• Any additional information or special instructions
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ARTICULATING JIB CRANES
AJ360-F

AJ360-C

AJ200

Description:
•
•

Available in Free Standing, Ceiling Mounted and Wall Mounted designs
Effortless rotation and easy movement throughout the coverage area

AJ360-F (Free Standing Articulating Jib):
• Mast is bolted to the foundation (special foundation may be required)
• 360° rotation at each pivot point
• Easy installation and effortless rotation
AJ360-C (Ceiling Mounted Articulating Jib):
• Can be mounted to platform supported from bridge crane to swing outside normal coverage area of bridge crane
• Mounted overhead so there is no disruption to work flow
• Compact design requires minimal overhead clearance for installation
• 360° rotation at each pivot point
AJ200 (Wall/Column Mounted Articulating Jib):
• Provides a clear work area with no floor obstructions
• Requires a minimum overhead clearance for installation
• 200° rotation on primary boom and 360° rotation on secondary boom

Application:
•
•
•
•

Ideal for moving loads around corners or through doorways
Use for reaching loads into machines or swinging loads under obstructions
Can be used with hook mounted lifting devices
Circular coverage areas
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Spans & Capacities:
Articulating Jib cranes are available in capacities up to 2000 lbs., with standard spans up to 16 feet and
standard heights under boom up to 14 feet on free standing models. Please fax in your order to our Sales
Customer Service Department at (800) 570-5584 (US and Canada) or email sales@ergonomicpartners.com for
information regarding larger spans or capacities, or for special requirements not in the product binder.

Applied Forces to the Supporting Structure:
The applied forces diagram details the relative position and
direction of the forces that this jib crane applies to the
supporting structure when a load is picked up.
Free Standing
When a load is applied to the crane, the front of the head
assembly, the front of the base plate, and the front gussets
are in compression (exerting thrust); the back of boom plate,
the back of the head and the back of the gussets are placed in
tension (pulling). These forces put a moment on the foundation
and exert significant thrust & pull on the crane, which must be
of sufficient size to resist the forces.
Wall/Column Mounted
When a load is applied, the top wall bracket applies a
downward and outward force on its support. This places the
support in tension (pulling). The bottom wall bracket applies a downward and inward force on its support, placing it in compression (exerting thrust). These Thrust & Pull forces are significantly higher than the
capacity of the crane! Be sure to have a qualified structural engineer
verify the adequacy of the supporting structure.

Design Advantages:
•
•
•

Easy Movement: Traditional jib cranes can be difficult to rotate when the load is in the inner half of the boom.
The articulating jibs are easier to rotate in close to the free standing mast or building column.
Precise Load Positioning: Gorbel® Articulating Jib cranes are A Class Above™ when it comes to positioning
and spotting loads around an obstruction, through an open doorway or rotating in close to the free standing mast
or building column.
Wide Variety of Spans and Capacities: Gorbel® Articulating Jib cranes are available as standard products in
capacities up to 2000 lbs. and spans up to 16 feet without the extra lead time and costs associated with
customization.

How to Order an Articulating Jib Crane:
If the Articulating Jib is the right crane for your specific application, determine the model number required by
turning to the Articulating Jib Cranes Pricing section in the product binder, and locating the correct row and
column. The pricing section also shows list price and shipping weight for standard cranes. Please contact the
Gorbel® Customer Service Department for additional information not found in the sales binder.
After determining the required model number and list price, Please fax in your order to our Sales Customer Service
Department at (800) 570-5584 (US and Canada) or email sales@ergonomicpartners.com with any questions or
concerns.
Please include all of the following information:
• Capacity
• Model Number
• Span
• Height Under Boom (if Free Standing)
• Desired accessories or other options
• Any additional information or special instructions
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PIVOT PRO®
PPRO-FS

PPRO-WM

Description:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Smaller, less bulky design that standard Articulating Jibs
Designed to fit equipment from all major vacuum manufacturers
Sealed tube eliminates the need for festooning
Available if Free Standing and Wall Mounted models
Free Standing model features 360° rotation on primary arm and 300° rotation on secondary arm
Wall Mounted model features 200° rotation on primary arm and 300° rotation on secondary arm
No foundation required for Free Standing models

Application:
•
•
•
•

Allows for precise positioning by eliminating the “whip” of the boom that is experienced with repetitive and high
cycle applications
Greatly reduces wear and tear on vacuum tube lifters
Circular coverage areas not sufficiently covered by the main crane
Supporting air balancers, tool balancers, hoists, vacuum lifters and welding wire feeders

Spans & Capacities:
The PIVOT PRO® Jib cranes are available in capacities up to 150 lbs., with standard spans up to 12 feet and
standard heights under boom up to 12 feet on free standing models. Please fax in your order to our Sales Customer
Service Department at (800) 570-5584 (US and Canada) or email sales@ergonomicpartners.com with any
questions or concerns.
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Applied Forces to the Supporting Structure:
The applied forces diagram details the relative position and
direction of the forces that this jib crane applies to the
supporting structure when a load is picked up.
Free Standing
When a load is applied to the crane, the front of the head
assembly, the front of the base plate, and the front gussets
are in compression (exerting thrust); the back boom plate,
the back of the head and the back of the gussets are placed
in tension (pulling). These forces put a moment on the
foundation and exert significant thrust & pull on the crane
which must be of sufficient size to resist the forces.
Wall/Column Mounted
When a load is applied, the top wall bracket applies a
downward and outward force on its support. This places the
support in tension (pulling). The bottom wall bracket applies
a downward and inward force on its support, placing it in
compression (exerting thrust). These Thrust & Pull forces
are significantly higher than the capacity of the crane! Be
sure to have a qualified structural engineer verify the
adequacy of the supporting structure.

Design Advantages:
•

•
•

Ergonomic Design: The PIVOT PRO® can help you position loads in places you cannot reach with traditional
jib cranes. It provides easy rotation and consistent responsiveness when positioning loads throughout the cranes
coverage area. The Free Standing PIVOT PRO® is capable of 360° non-continuous coverage around the mast,
with the secondary arm covering 300°. The Wall Mounted model is capable of 200° rotation on the primary arm
and 300° rotation with the secondary arm.
Easy Movement: Traditional jib cranes can be difficult to rotate when the load is on the inner half of the boom.
The PIVOT PRO® is easier to rotate in close to the free standing mast or building column.
Rapid Return on Investment: The PIVOT PRO® provides a rapid return on investment through increased productivity, reduced injuries and improved safety. Increases in production result from the easy rotation of the boom
and quick, precise load positioning. It is up to three times easier to start and stop the boom of a PIVOT PRO®
compared to Work Station Jib cranes. The result is reduced injury and improved safety.

How to Order a PIVOT PRO®:
If the PIVOT PRO® is the right crane for your specific application, determine the model number required by turning
to the Articulating Jib Cranes Pricing section in the product binder, and locating the correct row and column. The
pricing section also shows list price and shipping weight for standard cranes.
After determining the required model number and list price, please fax in your order to our Sales Customer Service
Department at (800) 570-5584 (US and Canada) or email sales@ergonomicpartners.com with any questions or
concerns.
Please include all of the following information:
• Capacity
• Model Number
• Span
• Height Under Boom (if Free Standing)
• Vacuum hose to boom connection location
• Desired accessories or other options
• Any additional information or special instructions
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